One of my favorite parts of winter is pulling on my heavy boots and coat, then wrapping a warm scarf around my neck to brave the chilling Kansas winds after a snowfall. As I crunch through the pristine blanket of snow covering the fields, I sometimes find a treasure peeking through the stark whiteness of it all - the bright red blossom of a prairie cactus. During the fall months, these sturdy little plants are green prickly mounds hiding in the tall grass just waiting to grab at your socks. But the cold winter weather inspires beautiful red blooms that are a magical surprise in the midst of all the gray grass and sparkling snow. It’s a burst of color from Mother Nature to assure us spring is just a few months away.
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Peanut Butter Fudge

INGREDIENTS:
2 C BROWN SUGAR
2 C SUGAR
1 C (MILNOT)/EVAPORATED MILK
4 TBSP BUTTER
2 TSP VANILLA
1 (13 OZ) JAR MARSHMALLOW CREME
1 (18 OZ) JAR CRUNCHY PEANUT BUTTER

COOK BROWN SUGAR, SUGAR, EVAPORATED MILK, BUTTER, AND VANILLA TO SOFTBALL STAGE (236 DEGREES). MIX IN PEANUT BUTTER AND MARSHMALLOW CREME. POUR INTO 10 X 15 X 1 INCH BUTTER COOKIE SHEET. CUT INTO SQUARES.
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Quilt Pattern
No KT 16117 / KT 16117G
Prairie Cactus Booklet -
Christmas Candy
Size: 66" x 78"
JR Friendly

Quilt Pattern
No KT 16117 / KT 16117G
Prairie Cactus Booklet -
Cactus Stars
Size: 66" x 78"
FB Friendly

Quilt Pattern
No KT 16117 / KT 16117G
Prairie Cactus Booklet -
Cactus Stars
Size: 66" x 78"
JR Friendly

Quilt Pattern
No KT 16117 / KT 16117G
Prairie Cactus Booklet -
Christmas Candy
Size: 66" x 78"
JR Friendly

Quilt Pattern
No KT 16117 / KT 16117G
Prairie Cactus Booklet -
Prairie Cactus Lap
Size: 70" x 88"
JR Friendly

Quilt Pattern
No KT 16117 / KT 16117G
Prairie Star Tree Skirt
or Wall Hanging
Size: 54" x 54"

31 Prints
•100% Premium Cotton
JR’s, LC’s, MC’s, and PP’s include two each of lights: 9511-11, 9512-11 & 21, 9513-11, 9514-11, 9515-11, 9516-11 & 21 and 9517-11.

Delivery: June, 2016